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Get compelling insights from all your booking
interactions for a better demand understanding
Datumize technology is helping travel companies to monitor customers’ booking
behavior, aspirations, and interactions for better demand understanding and lost
opportunities detection by collecting and cracking data ﬂowing through their Web
Services integrations.
⭗ Collect all your requests and
responses for accurate analysis and
efﬁcient monitoring.
⭗ Enjoy a complete and detailed view of
your look2book funnel (search,
availability, and booking requests).
⭗ Timely detect technical issues, and
timeouts, and receive alerts.

⭗ Observe and monitor the technical
performance of your platform and
integrations.
⭗ Identify new sales opportunities from
actual requests data and analyze the
conversion potential of your current
product and catalog.

Business Beneﬁts
Non-intrusive

Edge Computing

Full picture

Real-time data

No overhead on XML
integrations or Web Services,
and no impact in your booking
platform.
Coping with all requests data
from your XML integrations, no
matter the volume.

Doing computation close to the
source to avoid sending
unnecessary data load to client
systems.

Capturing data in real-time so that
you can enjoy timely insights and
alerts.

Flexible

Cloud Native with the ﬂexibility
of hybrid and on-premise
deployment options.

“We have been losing relevant data for years and tried different
projects in the past with our team. Datumize technology allows us to
nail down the right data without any interference into systems.”
Jonathan Guerrero, Digital Transformation Manager at Vueling
www.datumize.com
contact@datumize.com

“Datumize allowed us for the ﬁrst time to see request and responses
in real time for our systems, and analyze client and supplier behavior.
This yields a sales increase and better quality for providers.”
Vicente Guerola, CTO at Globalia Sistemas

40%
of customers’ requests
become lost sales due
to lack of response.

Technical Functionalities
Reliable data capture
Our data gathering software smoothly captures and diggest all data traveling through
your networks and servers, adapting our solution design to your IT infrastructure.
Tailored aggregations
We can prepare the data in the format, variety, and aggregation level that you need for your
analytical purposes.

Integration with BI
Dumping the processed data into any BI and analytical tool for quick visualization of main
insights and metrics, and in-depth analysis of trends, variations, anomalies, etc..
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